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Prism 2022 
The Newsletter of the Queensland Camera Group 

Special Edition Celebrating 60 years of Publication 
Issue:  380 

Happy 60th birthday to PRISM! 

PRISM represents an amazing historical record of Queensland Camera Group, or Queensland 
Colour Group as it was named when first formed, since 1962. The longevity of our club and its 
journey through the 60 years is there to see for all in these monthly publications.  QCG has a 
proud history, and a wonderful culture built around friendship and photography.   I’d like to 
thank the editors of PRISM over the years for their wonderful contribution in documenting our 
journey! 

Enjoy the following pages which have been compiled by QCG member David Bullock.  Here’s to 
the next 60 years. 

Martin Riley 
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President’s  
Piece 
Martin Riley, AAPS 

Happy 60th birthday to PRISM and welcome to this special, one-off edition of our much 
loved newsletter. 

Since 1962, PRISM has provided an amazing historical record of Queensland Camera 
Group, or the Queensland Colour Group as it was named when the club first formed in 
1956.  The longevity of our club and its journey through the last 60 years is there for all to 
see in these monthly publications.  QCG has a proud history, and a wonderful culture built 
around friendship and photography.   I’d like to thank the editors of PRISM over the years 
for their wonderful contribution in documenting our journey! 

Enjoy the following pages which have been compiled by QCG member and former editor, 
David Bullock.  Here’s to the next 60 years. 

Martin Riley 
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Sixty years of The Prism, newsletter for the Queensland Camera Group (QCG). 

Over the years, The Prism has proved to be a wonderful historical document for the club, 
containing a wealth of information. For instance, one can obtain the results of any QCG 
photography competition in any year starting from the early 60s to the present day as 
well as all of QCG’s activities and events, with descriptions of guest speakers and judges, 
photo outings and other club get-togethers. 

There is great reading to be found in The Prism right from its origins to the current time, 
including topics like: 

1962  ‘What is a Lens’, ‘Table Top photography’, ‘Macro photography’ 

1963 ‘The Rainbow’, ‘By-The-Way’ 

1964 ‘Dogs… A Short Story’ by James Scullard, Q.C.G. 

 I don’t know who thinks up the many varied competition subjects at the club 
 committee meetings, but some bright member thought up “DOGS”. Simple 
 enough, you may say, but I can now see a fiendish mind behind this “dogs”…. 

What follows that extract is a beautifully written and amusing story.  Click here to see the 
original print and to read the rest. 

Such wonderful articles appear 
through the decades and into our 
current century. The advent of the 
home computer has seen The Prism 
evolve from Roneo Machine and 
“Gestetner” production to the fine, 
colourful, photograph and article rich, 
digital production of today. 

Over the last twenty years the 
tradition of interesting articles has 
continued with: 

 The many “Spotlight On…” biographies/member profiles 

 The travel diaries such as – the 2003 monthly post Travelling Australia by Dorothy 
& Malcolm Bunzli; also 2013 a regular dispatch Travels Around Australia from Phil 
Lawrence; and 2017 Dreamtime – Red Centre Photography Tour by Betty Collerson 
describing her photo tour to the Red Centre with Stef Dunn and Lanny Edey. 

 The monthly front page report from the President. 

 The interesting review of the monthly invited speakers’ presentation. 

 The eleven years (2004 - 2015) of wonderful and outstanding monthly ‘The Last 
Word’ articles by Stewart Parker. 

So sixty years of month-by-month documentation of the activities of QCG with many 
contributions and articles provided by dedicated, enthusiastic members down the years, 
and ably put together by a long line of Editors with a particular shout out to Karen Miles 
for an incredible fourteen years as editor. 

Prism 60 Years 
By David Bullock 
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60 Years of Editors 

Doug Tate   1962 – 1964 

Mick Reid   1964 – 1965 

Oss. & Lorna Sibbles  1965 - 1968 

Don & Christine Burnett 1968 – 1971 

Les Bow   1971 – 1972 

Doug Spowart  1972 – 1974 

Les Bow   1974 – 1977 

Greg Grant   1977 – 

Judy Franklin   1983 – 1987 

Tim Marchbank  1995 – 1996 

Darren Murch   1996 - 1997 

Gaye Edwards  1997 – 2003 

Karen Miles   2004 – 2017 

David Bullock   2018 – 2018 

Geoff Shortland  2019 – 2020 

Anne Pappalardo  2021 – 

Note:  gaps in the chronology due to no revealing 

Editors through the years 

Masthead from 2015, one of the 14 years when Karen 
Miles was editor.  Gaye Edwards speaks fondly about 
how Karen would never miss an edition, even putting 

together Prisms whilst in the airport on holidays.  
Karen herself admits she enjoyed it because it was 

something she found easy and something she enjoyed.  
Whilst we’re probably more likely to see Karen on 

Zoom these days rather than face to face, she always 
returns to operate our impact judging scoring system 

(and fix it when it’s temperamental) at our impact 
judging events. 

Previous editors:  
Geoff Shortland 

(right) and below, 
David Bullock, 

Karen Miles, Gaye 
Edwards and 

current editor Anne 
Pappalardo. 
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Mastheads through the years 

Like fashion through the decades, 
it’s interesting to look back at how 
type styles, layouts, logos and 
production methods change over 
time.  These mastheads from 1962, 
1963, 1972, 1973 (the two vertical 
images below right),  1995, 1997 
and 1998 reveal tiny details about 
the club including a time when it 
was based in the Taringa Uniting 
Church.  Flip through to the next 
page to watch how our newsletter’s 
‘face’ has evolved through the 
years. 
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Focus Coordinator,  
Tony FitzGerald 

If clothes maketh the man, then 
photos maketh the Prism.   

One of the most important 
elements of Prism, if not THE most 
important element in the current 
editions, is the photos which 
accompany the stories. 

Tony FitzGerald is the person who 
at nearly every QCG event, brings 
along his camera to record not only 
what happens at our events, but a 
sense of how and why an event 
took place. 

In taking these photos, Tony has 
effectively recorded the club’s 
history through time.  Prism is the 
catalogue! 

Tony is also responsible for 
introducing the tradition of a group 
photo at our events (he borrowed 
the idea from his own family get-
togethers).  These photos are some 
of my personal favourites and I 
have one that is pride of place on 
my desk which I received on 
retirement as president of the club. 

The chief downside of Tony taking 
the photos is that he is rarely IN the 
photos, so we’ve included one or 
two here for the sake of history 
including this very dashing one of 
Tony at our recent light painting 
Focus meeting. 

So from all of us, Tony—thank you 
for making Prism the dynamic 
publication that it is. 

And from me personally, thank you 
for providing such an amazing 
diversity of perfectly lit, focused 
and resized images every month! 

Anne Pappalardo 

Editor, Prism 

Prism’s Photographer 

Top image by Gaye Edwards.  Bottom image by Tony Fitz, 
who is captured here lying on the ground.  He runs fast! 
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Some interesting snippets from a 20 year old 
Prism (170 and 171 Aug Sept 2002). Includes 
photos of the committee, John Edwards' 
election as President of PSQ, Karen Miles 
welcomed as a new member (note Mentors/
Shutterbuddies existed).  The Tweakers were 
our digital photography special interest 
group, meeting in members' homes - not 
everyone thought it would catch on!  

Bibs and bobs 
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Member travel diaries 
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Member travel diaries 
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Member travel diaries 
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Dogs… A Short Story 
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The Last Word  


